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About This Game

HUBE: Seeker of Achievements - is a hardcore-platformer game. Try to open all game levels, and collect all achievements.

Features:

 Simple controls

 Pleasant music.

 Over 15+ levels.

 Hardcore gameplay.

 More than 2 hours of gameplay

Music by Alexandr Zhelanov.
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Title: HUBE: Seeker of Achievements
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
AFBIK Studio
Publisher:
AFBIK Studio
Release Date: 16 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7,8,10

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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pile of garbage, DON'T BUY.. Good game, has alot of potential to be good. I find most of the game super simple apart from
having to start again completely from the start. I wouldnt mind so much if there was something more to the game like finding
secret areas or extra lives or continues somehow. Controls do the job but nothing that stands out really. Really like the concept
the pumpkin head dude and the characters. Hopefully this stuff can be addressed. In the future before full release. and also
check out a mobile game called Venture Kid it is well made and has a nice balance to the design to hold your interest. In its
current state i cant really recommend this game.. This seems like it would be the perfect game for me as it is the style and story I
love the most. However, I have not been able to actually play it becuase of one very big down fall (at least big for me). The
game controls are made for right handed people and I can't find any way to change them. I'm a very left handed person and
playing a game entirely with my right hand is not something I am capable of.. pretty good game. The game is absolutely
beautiful! The graphics were amazing. Although I did not use a heart rate monitor, there were still some moments of the game
that got me to jump out of my seat! I really wish there was more to the game! I can see myself playing this for hours!. \u5f88\u7
279\u5225\u7684\u5854\u623f\u904a\u6232\u53ea\u662f(\u9ede)\u7684\u7d2f\u4e86\u9ede~\u7136\u5f8c\u97f3\u6548\u90
84\u4e0d\u8cf4!!. Nice game, i'm really enjoying it. UPVOTED!!!. Not for me.. Incredibly beautiful artwork, and a plot that's
well.. I have no idea. Which is kind of par for the course given the history of the dev.

Absolutely worth everyones time to play it.
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Relaxing, engaging, very nice artwork and clever at times. Not the best HOG of all time, but in the upper ranks! Well worth
your time and money. By the way, devs, kudo for some particularly nice looking trading cards! Definitely recommended.. Well I
already knew the game was somehow bad but the lazy pc port makes it even worse lol. Not a game but the art work is very
pretty. They did great on it. Its just a click and look type of game.. One of the best racing games out there its great.. Not
normally the type of game I would play, but I love ferrets and thought it was cute.

I will update this review as I progress.
1 hour - 3\/5 stars: I am enjoying it's simplicity, and relaxing effect of zipping around on the high seas while conducting
business. There is VERY little UI and everything is pretty cut and dry. Currently sailing from island to island doing random
tasks. Haven't encountered much of any action, just casual sailing. Add multiplayer eventually please, even if it's buggy and
terrible, it will open up a world of silliness.
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